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0. Executive Summary 
0.1. Key Findings 
 

1. To understand modern-day-politics in liberal Europe requires a sharp conceptual distinction between the 
notions of liberalism, populism, and nativism. This is because the political parties that represent each of 
the three sets of (political and policy) ideas are quite distinct: Liberal parties are those defending the 
principles of postwar liberalism and aim firmly at EU integration; populist parties, in contrast, promote an 
illiberal version of democratic politics and have an opportunistic stance towards the EU; and nativist parties 
dilute liberalism by opposing multiculturalism, immigration and, indeed, further EU integration while 
promoting a “liberalism for the natives.”   
 

2. Populism is much less conspicuous in Europe than it is often imagined or feared. Nor is it on a continuous 
ascendancy as is often claimed. In recent decades, populism came to power singlehandedly in only four 
European countries: Greece, Italy, Hungary, and Poland. Greece was the first country in Europe to 
experience a populist government since 1981. Populism then contaminated the country’s other major 
party, New Democracy, this way creating the preconditions for the great financial, economic, and political 
crisis that afflicted Greece in the 2010s. Italy experienced since the 1990s a series of populist-led 
governments under Silvio Berlusconi and later featured other parties (e.g., the Five Star Movement and 
the League) that experimented with populist ideas but without fully converting to populism.  
 

3. Today, the most prominent examples of governing populism in Europe are Hungary and Poland, both of 
which have effectively being turned into “illiberal democracies” (for this term, see Pappas 2014a, Pappas 
2019a). Greece, Italy, and Spain feature significant populist parties and other political forces only in 
opposition. Illiberal populism is very weak, if not altogether nonexistent, in most of Western Europe. In 
contrast, Hungary and Poland apart, populism is rampant but dispersed (and hence unable to present itself 
in stable and strong political party form) in most of Central and Eastern Europe. 
 

4. When populist parties govern singlehandedly, they tend to reshape and redesign the constitutional and 
legal systems in their respective countries into an illiberal direction. In addition, they always quash the 
moderate center in the politics of their respective countries and create tense polarization by dividing their 
societies into two opposing camps. In all cases, moreover, populist rule depends on a charismatic leader, 
meaning one person who fully controls the government party and directs its radically illiberal program. 
Not surprisingly, then, ruling populism tends to divide the opposition and enjoy office for long periods of 
time. 
 

5. From the previous point (4), it follows that populism is hard to beat in elections. If the liberal polity 
institutions cannot withstand the illiberal assault, society remains polarized, and the leader’s charisma 
remains untainted. But, as shown by the case of Greece analyzed in detail in this report, populism is 
defeated when, on one hand, is led by a leader with no (or lost) charismatic qualities while, on the other 
hand, faces the opposition of a liberal party that credibly promises to unite society on the basis of a realistic 
liberal policy agenda. However, it should not be inferred from this that populism in Greece has been 
defeated once and for all. The country’s diachronic reliance on populist politics makes the resurgence of 
populism – be it on the left or on the right – a possible scenario. 
 

6. Nativist parties emerged in cartelized systems in Europe, aiming to penetrate the established cartel party 
system by claiming ownership to a number of policy positions: anti-immigration, public order, welfare 
chauvinism, and Euroscepticism. 
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7. Nativist parties have never governed singlehandedly and have been invited to participate in coalition 
governments only a handful of times. As coalition partners, they are often entrusted with ministerial 
positions that, in principle, are advantageous to their own policy preferences. However, during portfolio 
bargaining negotiations, they are typically forced to make significant concessions to their major coalition 
partners. These, in turn, moderate their nativist party character and, in fact, undermine their capacity to 
fully pursue their programmatic positions. 
 

8. Nativist parties are not particularly successful in implementing their policy agenda, even when they are 
entrusted with highly important ministerial positions, such as those related to immigration, public order, 
social welfare, and EU affairs. While in office, nativist party performance has most of the times been 
hampered by inefficacy, scandals, the relinquishment of former “hardline nativist” positions, or excessive 
focus on a single (or few) policy issue(s) at the expense of promoting a really comprehensive nativist policy 
program. 
 

9. Bad (and certainly non-charismatic) leadership, as well as the existence of sound institutional checks and 
balances are, perhaps, the most important factors behind the short lifetimes of nativist parties in office. 

 
 

0.2. Policy Recommendations 
 

1. Policy making requires an almost perfect grasp of current political realities, which in turn necessitates the 
proper conceptual classification and good empirical knowledge of the cases concerned. To these purposes, 
we recommend keeping populist parties in Europe distinct from nativist parties. Each of these party types 
emerges in different countries out of quite different reasons, displays different histories in office, and, 
consequently, different degrees of overall impact on European politics. Being distinct, populist and nativist 
parties should be handled by the proponents of liberal democracy in distinctly different ways.  

 
2. Populism is not omnipresent, and it is not on a continuous ascendancy. In today’s Europe, populism is 

dominant only in Hungary and Poland, yet it has a potential of spilling out in the region or elsewhere in 
the EU. However, as the Greek case powerfully shows, populism can also be defeated under specific 
circumstances. This takes a relatively ‘crisis-free’ national context and a liberal leader who succeeds to 
reverse the causal chain of developments that brought populism to power in the first place. Such a leader 
needs to appeal to the liberal opposition through a moderate political discourse geared around a credible 
and realistic policy agenda to be materialized under liberal institutional safeguards. The likely upshot is the 
forging of an electoral majority of middle-class centrist voters yearning for political normalcy. Populism is 
Janus-faced, however, and always remains a potential danger – from both the left and the right – for liberal 
democracies. That said, constant vigilance, in the form of safeguarding liberal polity institutions, is 
required. 
 

3. The political significance of nativist parties should not be exaggerated by the media and political pundits. 
Nativists have never governed singlehandedly, and they rarely enter coalition governments.  
 

4. Mainstream political parties should avoid coalitions with nativists. Nativists have rarely demonstrated the 
intention and/or ability to mature politically and evolve organizationally, which makes them rather 
unreliable government partners. 
 

5. On the occasion that nativists are invited to participate in a coalition government, mainstream political 
parties should always ensure that sound institutional checks and balances are in place. Nativists may have 
been poor performers in office, but this is usually thanks to, not only bad leadership, but also a clear 
separation of powers that has occasionally halted the materialization of “hardline nativist” agendas. 
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1. Introduction 
 

It is unlikely that you have missed it. Whether you read the popular press, listen to TV shows and various pundits’ 
podcasts, or read the relevant and ever-growing academic literature, the message you get is that, almost everywhere 
around the globe, populism is on the rise and democracy is in decline and that those two developments are 
somehow connected. This may be so, but it also may be a mistaken assumption. In order to know, we need first 
of all to decide about what we mean by “populism” and distinguish it from other neighboring phenomena. Then, 
we need to be clear about the country cases we are talking about since they provide the empirical evidence for our 
theoretical claims. And, finally, we must be able to analyze the cases selected, and study them in comparative 
perspective, in order to make credible claims and make them available for use by any interested parties, including 
policy makers and politicians. 

Having said the above, our concerns in this report are the following: How to understand, and define, liberal 
Europe’s modern-day populism in a way that tells it apart from related phenomena, especially nativism? What 
happens when nativist parties come into power in Europe, usually as junior coalition partners? How can populism 
in office be defeated? To provide answers to all three questions, we have performed three distinct research tasks. 
First, we clarified the concepts, produced meaningful distinctions, and worked on minimal definitions which we 
used to provide meaningful classifications of political parties. Second, we analyzed comparatively the most 
important instance of ruling populism and nativism in contemporary Europe, and studied their tenures in office 
until their eventual fall. Third, based on our empirical and comparative analyses, we offer concrete policy 
recommendations.  

Accordingly, we structure this report as follows: Beginning with conceptual clarifications, we define populism in 
a truly minimal way and distinguish it from a different phenomenon, nativism, which is often confused with 
populism. Based on our definitions, we single out Europe’s major populist and nativist parties, thus rendering 
them ready for comparative analysis. Then our analysis bifurcates in the following way: (1) In order to examine 
the dynamics of modern-day populism in Europe, we have chosen to study the case of Greece since, it alone 
among all other postwar European nations, has had the entire populist experience from initial emergence of this 
phenomenon to its subsequent ascent to office to long-term rule to eventual downfall. The Greek case has valuable 
lessons to offer in the study of other populisms in Europe, whether of the past (such as Italy’s under Silvio 
Berlusconi) or the present (such as are today’s populist regimes in Hungary and Poland). (2) In order to examine 
the development and current state of nativism in Europe, we followed a different route. We analyzed and 
compared all cases of modern-day nativist parties in office as junior coalition partners. There have been only four 
such instances: the Freedom Party of Austria (FPÖ), the Finns Party (PS), the League in Italy, and Norway’s 
Progress Party (FrP).   
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2. Populism vs. Nativism 
 

2.1. Populism 
To deal with populism, let alone build a general theory of it, requires that we have a conceptualization (and, hence, 
a definition) of “populism” that contains a causal model rendering itself applicable to the empirical analysis of 
cases that are available out there. Such, and only such, concepts “permit the establishment of explanatory and 
predictive principles in the form of general laws and theories” (Hempel 1952: 46). But there is more to that. 
Because populism is a dynamic and ever-changing phenomenon, our conceptualization of it should be adequate 
enough to capture, and explain, all major stages of populism’s development: from initial emergence and 
subsequent growth to power capture and office rule to eventual downfall.  

To begin with conceptualizing our object, then, populism is a novel political system that combines democratic 
electoral politics with disregard for modern liberal institutions.1 Accordingly, populism can be defined minimally 
as democratic illiberalism and conceived analytically as the polar opposite, and rebuttal, of modern liberal democracy 
(Pappas 2014a, Pappas 2019a). For our current purposes, this definition has at least three great advantages. First, 
it reduces populism’s core properties to only two –democraticness and illiberalism– which are necessary and jointly 
sufficient to tell populism apart from non-populism. Second, however minimal, our definition has a causal theory 
and hypotheses embedded in it, which already suggest that populism is theoretically meaningful and empirically 
significant in political science only when studied in contradistinction to modern liberal democracy and its future. 
Third, the definition of populism as “democratic illiberalism” is pertinent to the study of populism during all 
different stages of its development, each of which raises, of course, particular questions.  

 

2.2. Nativism 
Whether in academic or in laymen’s terms, it is quite common that “nativism” is empirically mistaken for, and 
conceptually confused with, populism, in addition to other related phenomena such as ethno-nationalism and 
authoritarianism (Bonikowski 2017; De Cleen, Glynos and Mondon 2018). But, as it has been recognized in recent 
years, “[c]onflating populism with nativism is not a minor problem. It could lead to highly flawed conclusions” 
(Rooduijn 2018: 365). Indeed, when compared to populist parties, which have often won power singlehandedly 
and exercised it for long periods of time, nativist parties are relative underperformers: even when they rise to 
office as coalition partners, they remain organizationally weak (Heinisch and Mazzoleni 2016; Art 2018), provide 
poor quality of local government (Agerberg 2017), are centered on only a few – and often lacking congruence – 
policy areas (Minkenberg 2001; Akkerman and Rooduijn 2015; Lutz 2019), and are highly susceptible to being co-
opted by their mainstream party opponents (De Lange 2012; Schumacher and van Kersbergen 2016; Heinze 2018; 
Down and Han 2019). This report distinguishes nativism from populism.  

In the context of the present analysis, “nativist” are those parties that, according to standard lexical definition (cf., 
the relevant entry in OED) advocate “the policy of protecting the interests of native-born or established 
inhabitants against those of immigrants” (also Mudde 2007: 19). Nativism in this sense is a distinct phenomenon 
that has developed in the specific socio-political context of postwar multicultural and increasingly unified Europe 
as a reaction primarily to imported change and the presumed loss of national identity (Pappas 2016). Modern 
European nativism is thus a response to four kinds of distress: increasing immigration, social disorder, declining 
welfarism, and European federalism. In the analysis that follows, we focus specifically on the performance and 
relative success, or failure, of the nativist parties that have enjoyed office in post-1990 Europe.  
  

 
1 It should be clear that our concern herein is about postwar democracies with established liberal institutions. That populism is a 
relatively novel phenomenon in postwar Europe derives from the fact that, since European populism first rose to power in 1981 in 
Greece, we can safely assert that in the early postwar decades ruling populism in Europe was simply a non-occurrence. 
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3. Populism versus liberalism: Greece’s lessons 
 

How may populism come into power in a European country? Once in office, how does a populist government 
rule? And how can it possibly be defeated? The present report, based on meticulous empirical research on the 
most recent Greek experience with populism, provides answers to all three of the foregoing questions.    

When it comes to the study of populism, no European country is more paradigmatic than modern Greece (for an 
analysis, see Pappas 2014b). It was the first nation in postwar Europe to elect a populist party in office already by 
1981. In subsequent decades, Greece saw populism contaminating almost all major political forces and its 
democracy turning from liberal to increasingly illiberal. As a result of chronic populist politics, this nation 
experienced in the 2010s a major financial and economic crisis that also rocked world markets and the European 
Union. State failure notwithstanding, our nation insisted on being governed by a new generation of populists who, 
astonishingly, formed a radical left and radical right tandem that ruled the country for almost half a decade (2015-
2019). But eventually liberalism proved stronger than populism. And the nation became the first one in this era 
of growing illiberalism globally to beat populism at the polls in 2019 and set an example for other larger and more 
important nations. Whether or not this will be a lasting effect remains to be seen.2  

In this report, we tell the story of Greece’s experience with illiberal democratic politics during the crisis decade 
and how populism was defeated at the polls. In the early 2010s, when the crisis became manifest in the country, 
and under pressure from Greece’s foreign creditors, the erstwhile traditional populist parties tried to create a new 
liberal institutional frame, but failed. In the wake of that failure, new populist forces found the opportunity to 
emerge on both the far left and the far right of the political spectrum, and eventually emerge strong in the 2015 
national elections. They promptly formed a coalition government and, with no major frictions between them, 
went on to rule the country for several years. Populism however did suffer a grave defeat in Greece in the general 
elections of 2019. How that happened is part of the story to be told herein.  

This section is organized in two parts – one theoretical, the other empirical. The first part presents a composite 
theory of populism that provides answers to the three most important questions related to this phenomenon: 
What causes populism to emerge? How does populism rule? And: How does a populist defeat may be achieved? 
The second part is an effort to fit the empirical findings from Greece’s recent experience with populism through 
the consecutive phases of its emergence, rule, and defeat into the previous theoretical scheme. It is hoped that the 
Greek case provides important insights for the comparative analysis of populism and, especially, offers valuable 
lessons on how to defeat it in other democracies with a liberal tradition whether in Europe or elsewhere. 

 

3.1. A composite theory of populism 
Based on the minimal definition of populism as stated earlier, and also keeping populism distinct from similar 
phenomena such as nativism, a general theory of populism must be the composite of at least three more specific 
theories, each corresponding to a particular stage in populist development and providing an explanation to distinct 
questions: How does populism emerge? How do populists rule once in power? How is populism defeated? Below, 
we present in concise form partial theoretical models with explanatory import, to be later tested against evidence 
provided by Greece’s recent rich experience with populism. 

 

 
2 For what is worth, this report is written at a time when the COVID-19 pandemic is putting liberalism to a serious test across the 
West. The introduction of a number of mandated social-distancing measures and the ensuing, unprecedented in peacetime, temporary 
suspension of fundamental civil rights and liberties, is severely challenging the ability of liberal governments to successfully counter the 
crisis, and, yet, remain liberal. For example, the Greek government’s blanket temporary ban on the right of peaceful assembly 
(Amnesty International 2020), as well as its decision to suspend its asylum application procedure for more than a month in Spring 2020 
(HRW 2020), citing COVID-19 in both cases as one of the main reasons, is just a small testament to that challenge. 
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3.1.1. Populist emergence 
Having defined populism as democratic illiberalism, the puzzle before us is to explain how a democracy with 
liberal foundations – i.e., a liberal democracy – may end up as an illiberal, or populist, one. The task in this case is 
to open the “black box” that lies between an initial situation of liberalism (nature) and the final outcome, which is 
populism. The box should contain the causal factors which enable populist emergence. 

As shown in Figure 1, populism is the outcome of an intricate interplay of structural conditions, quasi-rational 
extraordinary leaders, and political mechanisms (for further analysis on this causal chain, see Pappas 2012, Pappas 
2019a). No factor is independent from the rest, and each factor must be examined in sequential causal logic. 
Everything begins in a situation of “nature,” which is to say, against a background of – even if feebly – established 
constitutional and procedural liberal democratic rules. Along the way, a major crisis of democratic representation 
occurs, which, as indicated by the empirical reality, may be of one of the three following types. The first type 
entails the exclusion of sizeable segments of society from the political process (e.g., early postwar Argentina); the 
second type relates to the collapse of formerly established party systems (e.g., Peru 1990, Venezuela 1993, Italy 
1994, Ecuador 2006, Greece 2012); and the third type of democratic representation crisis is generated directly 
from the discourse of maverick politicians who present politics as being in a situation of general political malaise 
(e.g., Greece 1981, Hungary 2010, Poland 2015, United States 2016, Mexico 2018).  

 
Figure 1 Populism’s causal chain 

 
 

Still, no crisis can produce populism in itself; political agency is a necessary requirement, too. For it takes 
extraordinary political entrepreneurship to set into motion the series of mechanisms that constitute the necessary 
“pathway” by which the populist effect is produced. There are at least three such mechanisms that have to be 
sequentially activated for populism to emerge: The politicization of social resentment; the forging of a community 
of “people;” and the successful political mobilization of those people for winning an electoral battle. Such leaders, 
who were able to set in motion all three mechanisms amidst conditions of profound crises of democratic 
legitimation in their respective countries have been, in chronological order beginning from the end of World War 
Two until our own days, Juan Perón, Andreas Papandreou, Alberto Fujimori, Silvio Berlusconi, Hugo Chávez, 
Viktor Orbán, Rafael Correa, Alexis Tsipras, Jaroslaw Kaczyński, Donald Trump, and Andrés Manuel López 
Obrador. 
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3.1.2. Populist rule 
The new question raised is: Once the populists ascend to state power, how do they rule? Short answer: Invariably, 
by trying to turn their respective countries into illiberal democracies. As in the case with populist emergence, 
populist rule exhibits an interplay between agency, new structures, and mechanisms. In fact, once in office, 
populists follow a common “blueprint” with four necessary – and interrelated – components. These are (1) the 
reliance on charismatic leadership; (2) the strategic and unceasing pursuit of political polarization; (3) the 
colonization of the state with loyalists and the emasculation of liberal institutions; and (4) the systematization of 
patronage-led political and economic system (Pappas 2019b). More specifically: 

First, in virtually all cases, the most prominent feature of populist rule is the existence of charismatic leadership 
(Pappas 2019a: 93-106, Pappas 2020). Charisma exists when two conditions obtain simultaneously: (a) the leader’s 
personal character of authority over their party rank-and-file, as well as the direct and unmediated relationship 
between leader and party followers; and (b) the populist rulers’ radical political aims to delegitimize the liberal 
status quo and have it replaced with a novel, illiberal political system. No wonder, then, that all populist leaders 
have tried to either entirely change or at least amend their countries’ constitutional charts – and most of them 
have succeeded in it.  

Second, once in office, populists move on swiftly to colonize the state with their own party loyalists and launch a 
massive assault on liberal institutions. More fiercely attacked are the institutions considered as the most essential 
for liberal democracy: the media, the judiciary, the educational system, the state-independent authorities, as well 
as important “political” NGOs. In addition, as it has been the case with virtually all populists in power, one of 
their major objectives is constitutional change. In most cases, they succeed to implement thorough drastic 
constitutional reforms that, effectively, reinforce the executive and undercut the checks and balances of liberal 
democracy. 

Third, ruling populists typically step up polarization and keep on maintaining uncompromising positions vis-à-vis 
the opposition forces. Hence populists achieve two objectives. On the one hand, they amplify the sense of 
irreconcilable division in society between a people’s majority and some minority of elites. On the other hand, 
sharp polarization helps the forging of two opposing political camps, one supporting illiberal democracy, the other 
standing for a return to liberalism, both fighting an all-out war against each other. Under these circumstances, 
politics turns into a zero-sum game where consensus and moderation lose importance and eventually become 
scarce. 

Fourth, and largely on account of both state grab and unabating polarization, populist rulers eagerly use patronage 
politics for the many benefits it presents them with. Patronage first of all fills the gap left open by the populists’ 
lack of a coherent agenda on social and economic policy. It then offers the populists legitimacy from claiming to 
hand out benefits to the neediest and the more righteous social sectors – that is, their own voters. It solidifies the 
populist constituency, the latter always keen for pork-barrel spending. It demoralizes the opposition since it is not 
easy to oppose social policies, even if they violate established institutions. Above all, patronage is used by ruling 
populists as a fine logistical mechanism to keep state finances in relative order by simply excluding political 
opponents from the cycle of patronage. 

It is based on the foregoing blueprint of state rule that populist parties tend to win elections and keep office for 
significant periods of time. It suffices to look at the cases of Argentina and Venezuela from Latin America or 
Hungary and, indeed, Greece from Europe. 

 
3.1.3. Populist downfall 
Recall that, since populism is democratic by definition, it rises and falls by popular vote in regular elections. 
Evidently, given its tight grip on the state and its patronage tactics, no ruling populist party is likely to suffer 
electoral defeat as long as it demonstrates a modicum of efficiency in running the state while at the same time its 
leader’s charisma has not lost luster. Even in economic and financial downturns, populist governments can still 
provide a selective patronage boon to their supporters at the expense of the opposition. Ever-increasing 
polarization will take care of the rest. So, how can populism be toppled from power? 
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Without straying from the theoretical model of populist emergence as presented above, to defeat populism is to 
reverse the wave that, at an earlier stage, caused its rise to power. Following the same logic as before, but now in 
inverse order, we have to explain how formerly defeated liberalism may make a political comeback and reclaim 
office through competitive elections. Logically, then, everything hinges on, and begins from, the availability in the 
opposition of a leader with certain qualifications and eager to lead the drive back to political liberalism. What are 
those qualifications, and how are they used to beat populism? At a minimum, these include, first, the buildup of 
own party strength since it is parties after all that compete at the polls; second, a well-crafted political and policy agenda 
designed to outperform populism’s political empiricism; third, a consistent symbolic discourse based on institutional 
legality and actively seeking consensus and political compromise; and, fourth, a tenable idea of a working liberal 
democratic polity that resonates with the voters’ rational rather than emotional thinking. To explain in somewhat 
more detail: 

With respect to the strength of the liberal party challenger, its leader needs to exercize a significant degree of 
personal authority over it, particularly in matters concerning political strategy, policy agenda-setting, and 
organizational initiative. Centralized leadership is necessary to minimize internal party dissent, but also to make 
the liberal champion more appealing to hitherto reluctant supporters, and even other small opposition party 
voters, who now begin to see it as their best means to combat populism. The stronger the major liberal challenger 
party becomes, the more its chances to unite the fragmented opposition and defeat the incumbent populist ruler. 

Regarding policy-agenda setting, since ruling populists lack a clear and detailed political program, the liberal 
challenger is necessary to set forth their own program, which must be both realistic and credible. Aiming for an 
electoral majority, it is essential that the liberal leader speaks to the broadest social strata possible, which in modern 
societies includes the expansive middle classes. The policy agenda is made up of items related to the main life 
concerns of such strata, such as economic growth, including lower taxation, social security, good administration, 
and political participation. Still, as opposed to populist disregard for institutional legality, the liberal leader pledges 
to serve middle class interests only under the rule of law and within the framework of liberal political institutions. 

In contrast to populist discourse, which is adversarial, polarizing, and placing emphasis on the idea of politics as 
a zero-sum game between a majoritarian “people” and minoritarian “elites,” the liberal party rhetoric and political 
action is characterized by political moderation, consensus-seeking, and the idea of politics as a positive-sum game 
in which every individual or minority of individuals in society can benefit when pursuing the “common good” as 
law-abiding citizens respectful of constitution-based institutions.  

Finally, it is imperative that the leader of the liberal party challenger puts forward a grand but realistic idea about 
how to re-constitute liberal democracy in a way that will be relatively resistant to crises of democratic 
representation precisely because of its reliance of solid institutions. To do this, upcoming liberals must trigger the 
rational side of the voters’ mindset (in particular, the ideas of self-interest, compromise and pragmatism) and 
undermine the more emotive elements in voters’ minds (in particular, the sense of victimhood, enmity, and quest 
for redemption). 

To be sure, the foregoing points about how to defeat populism constitute a formal political argument which, by 
and large, is prescriptive rather than descriptive. This is only natural given that, until recently, the few existing 
cases of incumbent populists who suffered electoral defeat have received scant empirical and theoretical attention. 
The most important such cases are those of Andreas Papandreou’s defeat in 1990 in Greece, Silvio Berlusconi in 
the Italian national elections of 1996, 2006 and 2013, Alberto Fujimori in the 2000 presidential election in Peru, 
and Daniel Scioli defeat by Mauricio Macri in Argentina’s 2015 presidential elections.  

A much more important case of toppling populism, however, is provided again by Greek politics. It is the recent 
(July 2019) landslide of center-right party of New Democracy led by Kyriakos Mitsotakis over leftist populist 
SYRIZA. This case will provide the specific empirical flesh in the theoretical exoskeleton presented so far. 
 
 

3.2. Greece’s new wave of populism, 2008-2019 
Although it has become commonplace to attribute the second wave of populism in Greece to the economic and 
financial crisis that engulfed the country after 2010, the argument is factually inaccurate. For one thing, Greece’s 
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more recent populism cannot be understood if disconnected from a previous, and longer, wave of populism 
created by PASOK shortly after the country’s transition to democracy in 1974 (Pappas 2013, Pappas 2014b). For 
another thing, the beginnings of the second wave of populism both precede the outbreak of economic crisis and 
are in fact of a political nature: In December 2008, the killing of a young schoolboy in Athens catalyzed a violent 
mass insurrection against the state akin to a low-intensity civil war. There was civil disobedience, widespread 
riotous action, daily marches and strikes, mass violence, widespread destruction of public and individual 
properties. It was an authentic crisis of democratic legitimacy, which lasted several weeks. And when, in mid-
January 2009, the insurrection against the state subsided, the then government of ND appeared to have lost both 
state authority and political legitimation.  

In the general elections of October 2009, PASOK won by landslide. But, as it soon turned out, that was a sour 
victory. By early 2010, the new government had to strike painful deals with foreign creditors (the so-called Troika 
of International Monetary Fund, the European Commission and the European Central Bank) for bailout loans in 
exchange for austerity. The country then entered into a seemingly endless spiral of crisis. As social unrest 
intensified throughout the country, most opposition parties turned their backs to institutional legality and, once 
again taking to the streets, engaged in a blame rhetoric, each of them claiming to speak in the name of the people 
whom they portrayed as the victims of foreign-imposed austerity; promoted mass protests and political 
polarization; and disregarded institutions and rule of law, especially the obligations imposed on Greece by her 
foreign creditors. What happened next was a typical replication of the causal model of populist emergence as 
outlined in a previous section. 

Following Greece’s first bailout and as social unrest intensified throughout the country, a new political star 
ascended spectacularly. Alexis Tsipras, until then the leader of smallish SYRIZA, a constellation of radical left 
factions, undertook to organize and lead a massive grassroots movement of indignant citizens claiming that “the 
people” had been betrayed by the political elites, both domestic and foreign. His mottos came straight out of the 
populist toolkit, as were his party’s primary slogan “It’s either Them or Us” or other catchphrases such as “They 
decided without us – we move on without them.” He pledged to organize the democratic overthrow of the political 
system and its [constitutional] underpinnings” and made extravagant promises including to end austerity by simply 
“tearing up the Memorandum [signed between Greece and creditors]” terminate Greece’s so-called “humanitarian 
crisis,” and restore the “dignity” of the Greek people (the quotations are from SYRIZA 2012). What Tsipras’s 
simplistic and adversarial logic had in abundance was a strong moralistic message as well as a promise, however 
quixotic or simply preposterous, for ultimate redemption from the crisis. What it lacked was consistent ideological 
principles and a realistic policy agenda for a return to political normalcy. 

Amidst such a crisis of democratic representation, in May 2012 the Greeks went to the polls. And then Greece’s 
time-honored two-party system collapsed. The erstwhile formidable PASOK and ND saw their combined 
electoral strength decrease from a previous 77.4 percent in 2009 to a mere 32.1 percent. In the void created by the 
old parties falling apart, two new populist contenders emerged strong on both sides of the political spectrum: 
SYRIZA on the radical left and the Independent Greeks (ANEL) on the radical right. What had really happened 
was a stampede of populist voters who decided to break their traditional allegiances to the old populist parties, 
especially PASOK, and transfer them to the newly emergent ones, especially SYRIZA. In repeat elections in June 
2012, SYRIZA further increased its strength and rose to major opposition party status.  

And then something strange happened in Greek politics. In the aftermath of the double elections, now under 
pressure from the Troika to implement liberal reforms in an environment of popular resentment and social unrest, 
the old populists turned into – reluctant – liberals. Moreover, as a result of their poor electoral returns and 
commonly embattled position, the ancestral opponents of ND and PASOK resolved to form a coalition 
government hoping to put a stop to the new populist tsunami that was under way. But it was already too late for 
this.  

For, in the meantime, firebrand Tsipras, the most successful among a host of political entrepreneurs who surfaced 
during the crisis, had set in motion the chain of mechanisms that activate populist emergence: He stirred 
accumulated resentment, manipulated widespread feelings of victimhood in society in order to forge anew the 
category of a virtuous “people,” and promised, albeit unrealistically, final redemption. In politicizing popular 
resentment, he was quick to attribute fault to various “enemies” (e.g., the Greek government, the Troika, or 
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“wicked” Germany) and demand from them a response that, besides moral repair, would also set things materially 
right for the victim nation (i.e., debt forgiveness). It was on the basis of his promises to uplift the sources of social 
resentment that Tsipras was able to build his own electoral constituency and mobilize it into action. In the years 
following the 2012 electoral contests, Greek society became torn between populist-minded and liberal-minded 
citizens. The two camps were soon to face each other in forthcoming elections. 

In the elections held in January 2015, left populist SYRIZA came first with 36.3 percent of those who voted, but 
was still two seats short of securing a parliamentary majority. To general public amazement, it promptly formed a 
coalition government with the far-right populist ANEL, which commanded 4.8 percent of the national vote and 
thirteen seats in parliament. Greece thus achieved the first government in postwar European politics consisting 
of leftist and rightist populists. In the tumultuous years to follow, this “unholy alliance” would prove remarkably 
resilient.  

 

 
3.2.1. Left-right populist rule, 2015-2019 
Once in power, new prime minister Alexis Tsipras determined on ruling Greece based on the populist rulebook 
described above. During his tenure in office, he succeeded to remain in full control of both his party and 
government even in the toughest of circumstances. In July 2015, following his acceptance of a third bailout 
package with Greece’s lenders in exchange for harsh austerity, when a quarter of his party’s lawmakers rejected 
the deal and challenged his leadership, he called fresh elections, which he won with relative ease (September 2015). 
Thereupon, he not only consolidated his grip over SYRIZA but was also able to renew his previous coalition 
agreement with his right populist partner, and thus revitalize the populist tandem that was to govern Greece for 
almost another four years.  

Although staffing the state with party loyalists was hardly anything new in Greek politics, the scope, speed, and 
intensity of the phenomenon under the SYRIZA-led administration was stunning, especially given the harsh 
financial situations within which it occurred. Already by late 2015, European officials who were responsible for 
the implementation of the Memorandum agreements, expressed concern over massive party appointments in the 
public sector. The opposition parties, too, accused the populist government of appointing scores of political 
cronies to prime state positions based only on party affiliation criteria (Kathimerini, 28 March 2018). 

Nepotism was rampant. As it was plentifully recorded in both Greek and foreign media, spouses, siblings, and 
party veterans were appointed to high-ranking state posts, often without any of the qualifications necessary for it. 
To illustrate the point by a few examples: Digital Policy minister Nikos Pappas saw his father being appointed as 
president of the recently nationalized Urban Transport organization in Thessaloniki. SYRIZA-supported governor 
of Attica prefecture saw her partner becoming managing director of the Water and Sewage organization in Athens 
without related job qualifications. Giorgos Tsipras, a PM’s cousin, was appointed Secretary General for 
International Economic Relations in the Greek Foreign Ministry. Alternate Minister of Administrative Reform 
Giorgos Katrougalos appointed the spouse of Minister of Justice Nikos Paraskevopoulos as the chairperson of 
the National Center for Public Administration. The list is long. 

State grab was followed by massive assault on institutions. In mid-2016, Tsipras launched a public consultation 
process for revising the Constitution. He pledged to give Greeks “direct democracy,” a say in electing the President 
of Republic (hitherto a prerogative solely of the Parliament), and the right to hold referendums after citizens’ 
petition for introducing new legislation. The intended revisions would surely necessitate the creation of unstable 
coalitions and make Greece harder to govern. At any rate, by fall of the same year a committee appointed by 
government loyalists announced a program of open public discussions in every corner of the country, even the 
smallest municipalities, about the constitutional reform. Alas, such deliberations were simply against institutional 
legality as the Greek constitution strictly foresees that constitutional reform procedures are undertaken by the 
parliament rather than the government. After that, constitutional revisions stalled. 

The populist government also hurried to change the country’s electoral system of reinforced PR, which was meant 
to yield stable governments. It scrapped the 50-seat bonus in parliament that was given to the party that wins 
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elections, reduced the voting age from 18 to 17, and lowered the electoral threshold required from small parties 
to enter Parliament. Again, those changes would make Greece harder to govern and necessitate the creation of 
unstable coalitions in which SYRIZA, even if not the election winner, would be a part of. 

In terms of freedom of the press, immediately after the populist government assumed office, several public 
officials began a campaign of intimidating the press, especially by filling lawsuits against newspapers and other 
media outlets that were critical of the government. In one such instance, Foreign Minister Nikos Kotzias sued a 
major Greek journal for defamation in an obvious attempt to silence a dissenting voice, thus forcing the journal 
to appeal to the European Court of Human Rights. In another incident, three Greek journalists were detained 
after Defense Minister Panos Kammenos accused them of defaming him in an article that alleged mishandling of 
EU funds intended for migrant and refugee centers. The government also moved to limit the number of national 
television broadcast licences from eight to only four by keeping control of the bidding process itself (rather than 
entrusting it to Greece’s independent regulatory authority) in the hope of wielding more influence to a smaller 
number of stations through the distribution of public advertising.  

No less ferocious than on the freedom of press were the SYRIZA-led government’s attacks on the independence 
of the judiciary. As the populist government’s newly appointed minister of justice put it in August 2018, “The 
judiciary and the executive need be on the same side in the fight against the public interest.” Or witness the case 
of judge Vassiliki Thanou, a vocal anti-austerity advocate who, in 2014, battled against wage cuts imposed on the 
judiciary as result of the Memorandum and openly condemned the then Greek government as “totalitarian.” After 
SYRIZA came to power, Tsipras appointed her to a number of influential posts. In June 2015 she was made 
president of the Supreme Court by circumventing established procedures, which drew fierce criticism from the 
opposition parties. In August 2015, she was appointed caretaker prime minister to lead the country to fresh 
elections. By then, Thanou had become overtly political. In September 2015, Isidoros Doghiakos, head Prosecutor 
of the Athens Appeals Prosecution, was deposed for having offended Thanou by accusing her of unlawful 
interfering with the prosecutor’s office. In 2016, Thanou sued Stavros Tsakyrakis, a respected professor of 
constitutional law, for an article he wrote in his personal webpage in which he accused her for “politicking.” 
Immediately after her retirement from the judiciary, Thanou moved to the prime minister’s office to serve as 
Tsipras’s legal adviser. In December 2018, Tsipras nominated Thanou for the post of head of Greece’s 
Competition Commission, an independent authority. Her appointment was backed by the coalition government 
parties and the neo-Nazi Golden Dawn.  

Besides the separation of powers, which became blurred, and institutional integrity, which was often violated, 
political polarization during the years of populist rule skyrocketed. The prime minister himself and other 
government officials missed no opportunity to denounce their political opponents as “traitors” and a “fifth 
column” serving the interests of “neocolonial foreign centers.” Patronage also flourished, especially before 
elections that were forthcoming. In November 2017, Tsipras distributed 1.4 billion euros, most of it in the form 
of one-off financial handouts to citizens on low incomes, derived primarily from the over-taxation of the country’s 
middle and professional classes. In December 2018, now with an eye on impending elections for mayors and 
regional governors as well as for the European Parliament, the populist government went into a new spree of 
handouts including fuel subsidies to small islands, emergency aid measures for livestock breeders, and the 
reduction of social insurance contributions of non-salaried workers. And in May 2019, just a few days before the 
elections of the European Parliament and with a possibility of national elections now in the air, Tsipras announced 
a yet another series of pension handouts and cuts to value-added tax on food and services designed to appeal to 
several specifically targeted social groups. He also declared new measures for the following year, 2020. 
 
 
3.2.2. Populist downfall, 2019 
Given that populism emerges through the chain of developments shown in Figure 1 above, it is reasonable to 
contend that, to unravel populism, requires a reverse line of causality. To be sure, this line has to begin with a liberal 
leader (agency) acting within a populist-ruled political system (structure) but in opposition to it. This section, 
which covers the period from January 2016 through July 2019, utilizes the recent case of Greece, which is perhaps 
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the best one worldwide that we have available to show how modern populism may actually be provisionally 
defeated.3 

By late 2015, having already suffered bitter defeats by the populist forces, opposition center-right ND had to make 
a hard choice: either compromise with illiberal politics or completely break with it and adopt a fully liberal stance. 
This was settled unequivocally in January 2016, when the party chose as its new leader Kyriakos Mitsotakis, a 47-
year-old reformist technocrat and scion of one of Greece’s most significant political families, over Vangelis 
Meïmarakis, a stalwart supporter of traditional politics.  

Once the party leader, Mitsotakis’s political strategy was exactly as described in the foregoing theoretical 
rationalization. He was quick to establish his personal authority over ND and staff the party with a new generation 
of mostly young and well-educated technocrats, ready to assume governmental posts once in power. He also 
convincingly appealed to other smaller centrist parties aiming to forge an anti-populist alliance, or to independent 
liberal politicians, several of whom began to increasingly join ranks with ND. Throughout the opposition years, 
Mitsotakis was consistent in using a moderate political discourse which, on the one hand, emphasized the need to 
reinvigorate Greece’s damaged liberal institutions while, on the other hand, worked toward consensus-building 
and political compromise. To those ends, and in sharp contrast to the populists’ polarizing motto of “either Them 
or Us,” Mitsotakis offered a vision of national unity in which the government should not work for “the many [hoi 
polloi] but for all Greeks [olloi].” Above all, he sought to create an electoral majority consisting largely of 
entrepreneurial middle-class ordinary people to whom he proposed a sensible policy agenda centered on four 
issues of general concern: economic growth, public security, state functionality, and halting Greece’s human drain 
that continued unabated for over a decade. 

With no delay after his ascent to party leadership, Mitsotakis set out to unite and reorganize his battered party. To 
this purpose, he meticulously updated the ND rulebook for increasing intra-party flexibility and speedy decision-
making; introduced a detailed evaluation system for party officials; grappled with the ND’s dire finances in order 
to drastically reduce party costs, to which purpose he also moved the party headquarters in a more remote and by 
far cheaper Athens neighborhood; rebuilt the party’s young wing; introduced party leader’s term limits; banned 
party officials from holding public office; established an annual party conference; and opened up the party to the 
broader society beyond ideological affiliation, especially by calling for volunteers to help draft the new party 
manifesto. It is noteworthy that the vast majority of members for the new teams Mitsotakis was now installing 
across the party consisted of young technocrats with high levels of expertise in the fields of their new political 
responsibilities. 

Having solidified his party and controlled its functions, Mitsotakis’s next step was to propose a coherent and 
realistic liberal policy agenda focusing on middle class interests. This was based on four distinct, yet 
interdependent, principles: individual freedom; social and institutional order; the creation of a citizen-friendly and 
inclusive state; and national strengthening. Each principle corresponded to specific policy areas and each of those 
areas aimed at specific political goals: attracting investments and encouraging economic growth; restoring public 
security and improving national education levels; providing a good and efficient administration; revitalizing the 
bonds of the Greek diaspora with the motherland (summarized in Table 1). A more detailed analysis follows. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
3 The empirical analysis presented in this section is based on one of this report co-authors’ (a) participant observation in and of 
Greece’s political scene; (b) own indexing of newspaper clippings during the period from January 2015 (SYRIZA power rise) until July 
2019 (ND’s electoral landslide); and (c) personal interviews conducted in November and December 2019 with top-level ND party 
officials. 
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Table 1. Mitsotakis’s liberal policy agenda for the middle classes 

TARGET-GROUP 
LEVEL 

POLICY DOMAIN POLITICAL AIMS 

Individual  

 

§ Taxation 
§ Education 

Lower taxes to attract investments and 
boost economic growth; improve 

education at all levels. 

Society § Law-and-order 
§ Institutions 

Improve public security. Reinforce law 
and order to fight crime and social 

anomie. Fortify institutions. 

State § Administration 
§ Digital state 

Digitally transform state administration 
to make it both citizen-friendly and 

efficient.  

Nation § Diaspora 
enfranchisement 

Allow Greeks abroad to vote from 
where they live. Reverse human drain 

and maintain ties with diaspora.  

 

Regarding individual freedom, firstly, the ND leader pledged tax cuts for businesses and the self-employed, 
including a 30 percent reduction in an onerous property tax. He submitted a detailed education plan that included 
such measures as the establishment of private universities, the return of minimum grade thresholds for university 
entry, and an overhaul of the so-called university asylum law which effectively had turned universities into places 
of illegal activities. In terms of public security and institutional order, secondly, the focus was particularly on 
fighting crime and social anomie, which had become widespread especially under populist rule. Mitsotakis 
promised more and better equipped police patrols in the neighborhoods and strict reinforcement of law for all 
Greeks. With relation to the malfunctioning state administration, he pledged no less than the digital transformation 
of the state, as well as the simplification of laws, so as to ease the citizens and businesses’ transactions with it. 
And, finally, Mitsotakis repeatedly promised to allow expatriate Greeks to vote in general national elections. That 
was an important gesture of enfranchising the significant Greek diaspora, also meant to keep their ties with the 
motherland strong, but also signaling an effort towards reversing Greece’s human drain to other countries. 

Mitsotakis castigated the populist government of having “highjacked” the state, for having established “cozy 
arrangements” with a “new generation of oligarchs,” and for appointing scores of political cronies to prime state 
positions in a bid to establish illiberal political domination. Instead, he promised to fight nepotism (also vowing 
to keep his own relatives out of government or key state positions) and introduce strictly meritocratic criteria for 
state appointments. Time and again while in opposition, Mitsotakis pledged to stamp out populism and restore 
the badly harmed institutions of liberal democracy in Greece. And, progressively, he also emerged as one of the 
most important liberal leaders in the EU. In September 2018, he called on the European Parliament to activate 
disciplinary action against the populist government of Viktor Orbán in Hungary. He, in fact, likened Orbán to 
Alexis Tsipras, holding that both leaders were equally keen at violating the liberal institutions in their respective 
countries. In early 2019, Mitsotakis joined an initiative of liberal moderates in requesting the ejection of the 
Hungary’s Fidesz party from the center-right European People’s Party (EPP) to which ND also belonged until 
the former party dropped its right populist rhetoric. 

Mitsotakis’ unifying discourse and moderate political strategy paid off well. In the national elections of July 2019, 
liberal center-right ND won a resounding victory over leftist populist SYRIZA which gave it an outright majority 
in the Greek Parliament. 

 
3.2.3. Lessons learned 
Greece’s contemporary populism is teaching us four major lessons that can be extended to other cases, thus 
usefully contributing to the comparative study of populism: 
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First, modern parliamentary democracies are Janus-faced: one face looking to a liberal democratic system, the other 
to a populist one. In the liberal conception of democracy, societies are divided by multiple cleavages, which have 
to be bridged over by the adherence to the rule of law, institutional norms, deliberative practices, and the respect 
for minority rights. In the populist conception of democracy, societies are split solely between the vast majority 
of people and a small elite, entangled in perpetual conflict. What matters here is satisfying the interests of the 
majority even by illiberal, and often unconstitutional, means. 

Second, when in office, populist parties respect electoral rules but disregard the institutional norms and established 
procedures of political liberalism. In all cases, they follow a template of rule that entails state grab, increased 
polarization, the enfeeblement of liberal institutions, and systematic patronage – all under the direction of 
charismatic leadership. It is not surprising, then, that ruling populism tends to divide the opposition and enjoy 
office for long periods of time. 

Third, populism can however be defeated if a liberal leader exists who is capable to reverse the causal chain of 
developments that brought it to power in the first place. As clearly shown by the Greek case, such a leader needs 
to appeal to the liberal opposition through a moderate political discourse geared around a credible and realistic 
policy agenda to be materialized under liberal institutional safeguards. This is the only way to forge an electoral 
majority of middle-class centrist voters yearning for political normalcy.  

Finally, a point that should never be missed is that populism will always remain a potential danger for liberal 
democracies as long as, like Roman god Janus, they remain irresolute about whether it is majoritarianism or 
constitutionalism that holds sway in the actual conduct of their parliamentary democratic politics. 
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4. Nativists in Office: Rise and Fall 
 

This section begins with an outline of the main characteristics of nativist parties in Europe. It then proceeds with 
the analysis of the emergence and ascension to office of nativists, focusing specifically on the context within which 
these parties are born, as well as the policy agendas that they advocate. The third part of this section explores the 
type and salience of reforms that nativists implement while in office, while the following section provides an 
assessment of nativist parties’ overall performance in power. Finally, the last part of this section attempts to distil 
some key takeaways from the study of the rise, rule and provisional downfall of nativist parties in Europe. The 
Austrian, Finnish, Italian and Norwegian cases constitute the backbone of our empirical analysis. They provide us 
with important insights for the comparative analysis of nativism, and an opportunity to extract valuable lessons 
on the importance of leadership, party organization, and institutional safeguards in the rise and provisional 
downfall of nativists in this continent. 

 

4.1. The main characteristics of nativism in Europe 
We classify as “nativist” the parties that advocate a policy of protecting the interests of native-born or naturalized 
citizens against those of immigrant and other alien populations while also opposing further European integration. 
Such parties are recognized by their four major policy priorities, each corresponding to a major policy area: anti-
immigration, law-and-order, welfare chauvinism,4 and Euroscepticism. Among such parties in the European Union (EU), 
the most important are:5 the Freedom Party (FPÖ) in Austria; the National Rally (RN, formerly National Front) 
in France; the Party of Freedom (PVV) in the Netherlands; the League (formerly Northern League) in Italy; the 
People’s Party (DF) in Denmark; the Sweden Democrats (SD); the Finns Party (PS,); and the Alternative for 
Germany (AfD). From the non-EU countries, also figure prominently the Progress Party (FrP) in Norway and 
the Swiss People’s Party (SVP) in Switzerland. Unlike other studies on the topic, which tackle non-governing and 
governing nativist parties together, this section focuses specifically on post-war Europe’s only four nativist parties 
that have participated in government, typically as junior coalition partners, namely, FPÖ, PS, FrP, and the Italian 
League under Matteo Salvini’s leadership.6 

Perhaps the most striking difference between populist and nativist parties is that in no modern European country 
have nativist parties won power singlehandedly; at best, they have achieved office as junior coalition partners. Nor 
do they display any of the characteristics of populists in office, as delineated above. By and large, their leaders do 
not exercise personalistic power or espouse radical political change; instead, party leadership changes usually are 
frequent, non-dramatic, and procedural. Rather than pursuing polarizing tactics, nativist parties are mostly 
respectful of liberal constitutional principles. And, since they share power, they can neither colonize the entire 
state apparatus with their preferred functionaries nor engage in large-scale patronage politics. Even more 
noteworthily, nativist parties’ entry in government is both rare and precarious. It is rare since in recent decades 
only a small handful of nativist parties have participated in coalition governments in Europe. And it is precarious 
because, in all cases, nativists’ participation in office has been wobbly and short-lived—almost stillborn.  

 
4 The term ‘welfare [state] chauvinism,’ as coined by Andersen and Bjøklund (1990), conveys the idea that social benefits would be 
restricted to nationals and not be extended to foreign, or alien, populations, particularly immigrants. 
5 We consider as ‘important’ any nativist party that has won at least ten percent of the national vote in at least one legislative election in 
its respective country.  
6 The League, formerly known as ‘Northern League [for the Independence of Padania],’ used to be a regionalist and secessionist party 
that served as a junior coalition partner in several of Silvio Berlusconi’s populist governments in the 1990s and 2000s. It became 
distinctly ‘nativist’ in the sense analyzed herein only after Salvini assumed its leadership in December 2013 (Tarchi 2015). 
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Since the early 1990s, nativist parties in Europe have received ministries in only five countries, of which three 
belong in the EU and two are non-EU nations: Austria, Finland, Italy, Norway, and Switzerland.7 In this study, 
we focus on and compare the first four countries in this group, but exclude Switzerland on reason of its very 
unique political system which requires all major political forces to participate in coalition governments.8 Table 2 
shows Europe’s nativist parties that have participated in coalition governments Europe (with premier’s name and 
major coalition party name in parentheses), as well as their duration in office. At the time of this writing (January 
2021), none of them is in power. 

 
Table 2. Nativist parties in office since 1990 

 
Country 

Party name and 
foundation year 

 Duration in office and  
major coalition partner(s) 

Months in 
office 

Austria FPÖ  

(1956) 

 

02.2000 – 02.2003 (Schüssel I cabinet, ÖVP) 

02.2003 – 04.2005 (Schüssel II cabinet, ÖVP) 

12.2017 – 05.2019 (Kurz cabinet, ÖVP) 

36 

26 

17 

Finland PS  

(1995) 

05.2015 – 06.2017 (Sipilä cabinet, KESK/NCP) 25 

Italy League 

(1991) 

06.2018 – 09.2019 (Conte cabinet, M5S) 15 

Norway FrP  

(1973) 

10.2013 – 01.2020a (Solberg cabinets, H) 75 

 a This period includes four consecutive coalition governments during which various ministries are often reshuffled. 

 

4.2. Nativist emergence 
In the early 1990s, Katz and Mair (1995) introduced to the academic world a new model of political party, which, 
as they explained, had emerged as a result of the changing relationship between western states and societies, and 
which had already become dominant across European democracies. The new party model, aptly termed the ‘cartel 
party,’ had developed against a background of declining social participation in politics, as well as the tendency 
among the major parties to ‘anchor’ themselves within their respective states. By such a collusion, parties with 
either governing or coalition potential tried to employ the state resources to their own benefit.  

In the cartelized party systems that developed in most Western European countries since the early 1990s, 
challengers naturally emerge from outside the cartel. Such rivals may further pose two types of challenges—one 
system-holistic, the other policy-specific. The first group of challengers includes populist parties seeking to replace an 
ailing liberal democratic system with an illiberal one. The second group of challengers contains the nativist parties 
that are the analytical focus of this section. Rather than wishing the complete overthrow of the established liberal 
consensus, nativist parties seek to break up the established cartel party system or, better, enter that system by 

 
7 In two other countries, Denmark and the Netherlands, nativist parties have supported minority incumbents without receiving government 
posts. Since the impact of nativists in those cases can be assessed only in a roundabout way, we have decided not to include them in our 
comparative treatment.  
8 Since 1959, the Swiss political system provides for a federal government in which all major parties participate in proportion to their 
electoral strength. By 1999, the country’s largest party was the SVP, which, under the leadership of Christoph Blocher, had already 
turned sharply nativist.  
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claiming ownership to a number of specific policy positions: (i) anti-immigration, (ii) public order, (iii) welfare chauvinism, 
and (iv) Euroscepticism. 

Immigration holds a prominent place in all nativists’ manifestos. They explicitly present immigration as a threat 
to one or more of the following areas: national economy, social welfare, domestic order, civic culture, public 
health, and demographic homogeneity. Nativist parties also make specific references to Muslim immigrants as 
posing particularly high risks for their respective societies. In accounting for the causes contributing to exacerbate 
immigration, nativists focus, primarily, on liberal policies for they allegedly “cause a ‘pull-factor’ effect by attracting 
more people to seek asylum” (FPÖ 2017: 4). Policies promoting multiculturalism, too, are explicitly opposed. 
Other important causes singled out include the Common European Asylum System (CEAS), weak border controls 
and, not least, “tax-financed NGOs” and “migration experts” who “make a huge business from the mass 
immigration at the expense of [native citizens]” (FPÖ 2017: 5). Aiming to stave off immigration, nativists propose 
a long list of restrictive policies, which includes among others: tighter border controls; stricter international 
protection determination criteria; limitation of welfare support provided to refugees and asylum seekers; closed 
reception centres; intensification of deportations of ‘bogus’ asylum seekers; limitation of refugee resettlement 
from third countries; and stricter citizenship and residence permits rules. Notwithstanding partial differences, all 
nativists agree on two things: the need to intensify efforts for integrating existing immigrants; and the need to 
introduce an element of conditionality into immigrants’ access to citizenship, long-term residence permits, and 
welfare provisions based on their successful ‘integration’ into the host society. 

When it comes to welfare chauvinism, it is important to note that, with the exception of the League, all other 
nativists endorse strongly the values of individualism, that is they stress the need to protect individual autonomy 
against obligations imposed by social institutions. As best exemplified by one of FrP’s (2017: 8) latest manifestos, 
“the individual has the main responsibility for the work and welfare of themselves and their closest ones [while] 
the state should be a safety net for those who are not able to manage themselves.” The foregoing difference apart, 
all nativists agree that social welfare provisions should benefit primarily the native rather than foreign populations, 
for immigrants lack the key attribute of self-reliance, and thus end up overburdening the welfare state and draining 
its resources. In this regard, “social benefits should be more closely linked to citizenship or other appropriate 
delimitations” (FrP 2013: 38), which represents the idea of social welfare as a “reward” which “can only stand at 
the end of a successful integration into our society” (FPÖ 2017: 30) of those non-natives who have proven 
themselves worthy to earn it. In pursuit of this agenda, nativists put forward a number of specifically-targeted 
policy proposals including: the prioritization of natives in social housing allocation in Austria; the non-renewal of 
residence permits for all those “continually applying for financial social support” in Finland; the establishment of 
“an alternative national insurance scheme for labour immigrants” in Norway; and the introduction of budget 
constraints for social assistance to refugees and reception of asylum seekers in Italy. 

Although nativists pledge their allegiance to Europe ‘as a network of self-determined peoples and homelands, 
which stand in the tradition of a Western-influenced dominant culture’ (FPÖ 2017: 52), they oppose further 
European unification, let alone EU federalism. While each party’s enmity to unified Europe has country-specific 
characteristics, at bottom they all object to ‘the over-centralization of power to unelected technocrats and 
commissioners’ (PS 2015e).9 In Austria, Euroscepticism is driven by all-encompassing concerns related to EU 
common economic, monetary, fiscal, agricultural, asylum, foreign and security policies. Finnish Euroscepticism, 
too, is based on concerns about the binding character of EU policies, as well Finland’s high EU-membership cost. 
In Norway, FrP’s hostility to EU is more pragmatic as it relates directly to recent political and economic 
developments, such as the debt crisis or the Schengen agreement. As of Italy, the League’s Euroscepticism stands 
strong on grievances over the common monetary and economic policy, the EU Internal Market, and the European 

 
9 This does not apply in the case of FrP, presumably because Norway is not an EU member state. 
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Court of Justice. Accordingly, Austria’s FPÖ calls for the re-nationalization of agricultural policy and the 
abandonment of the Euro. PS proposes that “Finland should renegotiate its membership in the Union [. . .] and 
diminish common responsibility in economic affairs” (PS 2015e). Italy’s League puts forward a long list of 
confrontational and far-reaching structural changes (e.g. the redesigning of the EU internal market; the limitation 
of the jurisprudence of the European Court of Justice), explicitly stating that “we want to remain within the 
European Union only if we re-discuss all the Treaties that place constraints on the exercise of our full and 
legitimate sovereignty” (League 2018: 9).  

Finally, nativists claim to safeguard the safety of autochthonous people and pledge to fight crime, as well as other 
forms of threat including mass radicalization and terrorism, organized crime, drug trafficking and violence against 
women. The perceived root causes of most of these threats are also more or less similar for all nativists. The EU’s 
eastward enlargement is to blame for the rise in organized crime and drug trafficking, while non-EU immigrants 
are typically to blame for terrorism and radicalization. At the core of the proposed measures lies the strengthening, 
modernization and restructuring of the police and other public order agencies, often accompanied by the extension 
of their powers. Other measures address the “migration-criminality” nexus, emphasizing the prohibition of 
soliciting in public space, the deportation of foreigners who receive imprisonment penalties, and the negotiation 
of extradition agreements with more countries in order facilitate this.  

When invited by a larger party to join office, nativist parties clearly bargain for those ministries that can best 
facilitate the satisfaction of their policy agendas in the specific portfolios of immigration, public order, social 
welfare, and EU affairs. Indeed, the distribution of ministries is the outcome of hard bargaining among the 
partners, while the most important ministries are distributed in a way that is commensurate with party partner 
strength. Nativists aim for the ministerial positions whose portfolios are closely related to their core policy areas. 
Such are the ministries of the Interior (related to the immigration portfolio), Social Security (related to the social 
welfare portfolio), Justice (related to the public order portfolio), and Foreign Affairs (related to the EU relations 
portfolio).  

Nativist parties are often entrusted with ministerial positions that in principle are advantageous to their own policy 
preferences. Three out of our four parties have been handed ministerial posts pertinent to the immigration 
portfolio (FPÖ, FrP, League) and/or public order (FPÖ, FrP, PS) in at least one term they have served in office. 
In contrast, the EU affairs portfolio (i.e., the ministerial posts of Foreign Affairs) is the least likely to be handed 
to nativists by their coalition partners. Indeed, this has only occurred once, in the case of PS in Finland. Also, 
although three nativist parties (FPÖ, FrP, PS) have received a ministerial post relevant to the social security 
portfolio, only one (FPÖ) has had full control of this policy area, since in Norway and Finland social security is 
an inter-ministerial issue. 

 
Table 3. Ministerial posts distribution among nativist parties at time of appointment 

FPÖ 
 

Ministry 02.2000 02.2003 12.2017 
Interior   X 
Justice X X  
Social Security and Generations* X X X 
Finance X   
Defence X  X 
Civil Service & Sport X  X 
Transport, Innovation & Technology X X X 
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*Later renamed to Labour, Social Affairs, Health and Consumer Protection 

 

FrP 
 

Ministry 10.2013 01.2018 

Finance X X 

Justice, Public Security & Immigration X X 

Elderly and Public Health  X 

Children, Equality & Social Inclusion X  

Labour & Social Affairs X  

Agriculture and Food X X 

Transport & Communications X X 

Petroleum and Energy X X 

Fisheries  X 

 

PS and League 
 

PS/ 05.2015 League/06.2018 
Foreign Affairs Interior 

Justice & Employment Public Administration 
Defence Family & Disability 

Social Affairs & Health Agriculture, Food & 
Forestry 

 Regional Affairs 
 

Even so, do nativists get what they actually want? Are they entrusted with ministerial posts that they really value, 
and which are closely related to the policies which they in particular advocate in their programmatic positions? To 
answer these questions, we have to turn to the last column of Table 4, which presents nativists’ share of 
“important” (first-tier) ministerial positions. Here, we control nativist parties’ ministerial posts share for 
“importance”, or else, for positions that are responsible for key portfolios for nativist parties: immigration, public 
order, EU affairs, and social welfare. It appears that, in four out of seven cases, nativists’ first-tier ministerial posts 
share is significantly lower than their vote and seat share. This suggests that nativists tend to get considerably less 
in ‘qualitative’ terms than they aim for.  
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Table 4. Ministerial posts and vote share of nativist parties at time of appointment 

Party 
name 

Time of 
appointment 

Vote share and 
seat share (%) 

Ministerial posts 
share (% and 

numeral) 

Ministerial posts 
share controlled 
for ‘importance’ 
(% and numeral) 

FPÖ 02.2000 26.9 (28.4) 55 (6/11) 18 (2/11) 
FPÖ 02.2003 10.0 (9.8) 27 (3/11) 18 (2/11) 
FPÖ 12.2017 26.0 (27.9) 45 (5/11) 18 (2/11) 
PS 05.2015 17.7 (19.0) 31 (4/13) 23 (3/13) 
FrP 10.2013 16.3 (17.2) 44 (7/16) 19 (3/16) 
FrP 01.2018 15.2 (16.0) 37 (7/19) 11 (2/19) 
LN 06.2018 17.4 (19.7) 28 (5/18) 6 (1/18) 

 

However, it is worth also taking a closer look at the three cases – FPÖ (02.2003), PS and FrP (10.2013) – where 
nativists seem to have most successfully negotiated their ministerial posts share with their coalition partners. 
Despite appearances, in all three cases, nativists had to make significant concessions as part of the deal. In 2003, 
FPÖ conceded to exert far less control over policy than in 2000. Not only would it hold just three posts instead 
of six it controlled before, but also received a Ministry for Social Security and Generations whose scope of 
activities was significantly reduced by the establishment of a new Ministry for Health and Women’s Issues, which 
was controlled by ÖVP. In addition, FPÖ lost control of the important Ministry of Finance, as Karl-Heinz 
Grasser, the popular Minister of Finance, resigned from FPÖ and presented himself as an independent politician. 
Lastly, FPÖ dropped its threat to veto EU’s eastward enlargement. Similarly, prior to entering government in 
2015, PS’s leader Timo Soini was forced to make concessions on a large number of important policy items related 
to EU bailouts, wage freeze, further spending cuts, and the liberalization of work-based immigration, in exchange 
for three key ministerial posts, including the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in which he himself became the new boss. 
Finally, although FrP succeeded in 2013 to win concessions on restricting asylum policy, it had to drop its demand 
for an increase in the amount of money that the government could withdraw from the country's oil revenue-
financed sovereign wealth fund, which would in effect limit infrastructure spending. 

Europe’s nativists entering office as junior coalition partners have, indeed, been entrusted with ministerial posts 
that are pertinent to immigration, social welfare, and public order portfolios. But looking solely at nativist parties’ 
ministerial posts share in coalition governments to identify their political significance can be misleading. It can 
generate the flawed assumption that nativists “matter a lot” and that they always manage to get more than they 
deserve from their partners. Controlling nativists’ ministerial posts share in coalition governments for 
“importance” paints a very different picture. In most cases, nativists seem to be getting considerably less than 
what they contribute to their coalitions. And even in those cases that they appear to have emerged as negotiations 
winners, their victory seems to be pyrrhic, as they are forced to make concessions that tamper the party’s character 
or undermine its capacity to implement the policies it advocates. It is to this issue that we now turn. 

 

4.3. Nativist rule 
What is the kind and salience of reforms achieved by nativists in office across core portfolios under their full 
control? In this section we are looking at the policy implementation and impact of: FPÖ in social welfare (all three 
terms), public order (2000 and 2003 terms), and immigration (2017 term); PS in public order, and EU affairs; FrP 
in public order, as well as immigration (both terms); and the League in immigration. 
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FPÖ’s social welfare policies were, in principle, guided by the “neo-liberal” trust in markets and the principle of 
“self-responsibility,” and aimed to reduce and transform the allegedly overdeveloped welfare state (Preglau 2010). 
However, in practice, the structural adjustments in social welfare were not the ruthless neoliberalism that critics 
alleged; rather, they were an eclectic mix of neoliberal and neo-conservative elements (Heinisch 2003: 104). A 
clear manifestation of the latter was the introduction of the so-called “baby cheque” – a benefit of 400 euros for 
each child paid for up to three years to all mothers irrespective of their employment status – amid fiscal 
retrenchment. FPÖ’s social security policy mix, furthermore, clearly demonstrated elements of welfare 
chauvinism. An amendment to the Federal Care Law, in April 2004, introduced guaranteed basic care for all 
asylum seekers and refugees, albeit at a considerably lower level than social care benefits received by Austrian 
citizens. As a result, the new law diminished the rights of recognized refugees, thus generating an indirect impact 
on the policy area of immigration, which was not under FPÖ’s control at that time. The attack on migrants’, 
asylum seekers’ and refugees’ rights intensified during FPÖ’s third term in the Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs, 
Health and Consumer Protection.  

FPÖ’s impact on immigration during its third term in office was mainly limited to Austria’s integration policies 
(i.e. policies that affect only third-country nationals already present in the country), rather than immigration and 
asylum policies (i.e. policies that affect newcomers and would-be immigrants and asylum-seekers) (see Lutz 2019). 
This marks a considerable divergence from the party’s programmatic positions. With regards to the former set of 
policies, the aforementioned amendment to the Aliens Law restricted access to Austrian citizenship, and 
introduced various residence permit and family reunification restrictions. Regarding the latter set of policies, in 
October 2018, Austria joined the United States and Hungary in backing out of the UN Global Compact for 
Migration – the first intergovernmentally negotiated agreement on international migration – in a mainly symbolic 
move. And in 2019, the Ministry of the Interior, in another primarily symbolic move, renamed the initial reception 
centres for asylum-seekers to “departure centres”, aiming to combine their accommodation, processing their 
asylum claim, as well as their return. 

With regards to public order, FPÖ’s two terms in the Ministry of Justice were focused primarily on four sets of 
measures. First, the introduction of general anti-crime measures, through the adoption of, for instance, special 
investigative measures, such as ‘eavesdropping.’ Second, the creation of new offences, such as preparation and 
financing of terrorist acts and membership of terrorist organizations, as well as wearing masks at public 
demonstrations. Third, increasing penalties for certain offences, such as terrorism, people smuggling and drug 
trafficking, as well as for certain offenders, such as mentally ill lawbreakers. And fourth, ensuring efficient border 
management through the establishment of an effective border guard unit.  

Moving on to Finland’s PS, Timo Soini, the party’s leader, demonstrated very limited impact on EU affairs during 
his term as Minister of Foreign Affairs. Soini faced criticism from members of his party for taking the Foreign 
Affairs Ministry instead of the heftier Ministry of Finance, which allowed him to evade responsibility for some of 
the hardest decisions of the government (Ahponen 2017).  Perhaps his chief accomplishment during his time in 
office was that he managed to persuade the Prime Minister that Finland should abstain from the EU relocation 
voting in September 2015 – in line with his party’s objection to compulsory “burden sharing” – rendering Finland 
the only EU member state that abstained from the vote. 

PS’s policy impact on public order was considerable and in line with the party’s proclamations, yet, it should 
definitely not be attributed to PS alone. In April 2017, the Ministers of Justice, Interior, and Defence jointly 
introduced a draft bill on expanded intelligence powers. The long-anticipated bill constituted, perhaps, the most 
significant policy initiative of the Ministry of Justice, aiming to increase the country’s capability to successfully 
tackle serious threats to national security, such as terrorism, foreign espionage and disruptions to critical 
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infrastructure through the expansion of security authorities’ rights to conduct intelligence operations both inside 
and outside the country.  

FrP’s first two years in office included almost exclusively generous, albeit hesitant, migration and asylum policies. 
However, towards the end of 2015, FrP started to pursue a migration and asylum agenda much more in line with 
its 2013 pre-election manifesto, taking advantage of the “refugee crisis”, and the newly emerged consensus for 
adopting restrictive policies that it had created among most parties in the Norwegian parliament. On 19 November 
2015, a broad majority in Parliament signed an agreement asking the Government to develop concrete proposals 
with the aim to limit the inflow of asylum seekers. Thus, the “refugee crisis”, which peaked at the end of 2015, 
provided FrP with the necessary legitimacy to put forward a series of restrictive and, quite often, controversial 
migration and asylum policy proposals. For instance, a draft law presented at the Parliament on 5 April 2016 
targeted family reunification, permanent residence, and unaccompanied minors, which, according to the Minister 
for Immigration and Integration, would give Norway the strictest asylum/immigration regime in Europe 
(Pedersen 2016). These were combined with the proposal of new measures and the allocation of additional funds 
for integration, in line with FrP’s pre-election proclamations. Arguably, however, FrP’s actual impact on Norway’s 
migration and asylum policies was rather limited. The most restrictive elements of the proposed legislation did 
not eventually pass during a Parliament vote in June 2016, as attempts by the Prime Minister to reach a broad 
compromise with FrP, which insisted to have the Parliament vote on each of the individual proposals in the 
package, failed. What is more, FrP’s policy impact on migration and asylum was rather limited after the September 
2017 election. Perhaps the boldest measure adopted was the ban against the use of garments that cover all or part 
of the face, in all kindergartens and educational institutions, in June 2018. 

FrP was active in the area of public order too, at least prior to the September 2017 election, taking advantage of 
its full control of the Ministry of Justice and Public Security. Similarly to the portfolio of migration, FrP’s first 
term in office started with the implementation of “soft security” measures (e.g. the introduction of four new anti-
discrimination acts in January 2014). Yet, since mid-2014, almost all introduced public order policies focused on 
“hard security” measures, and more specifically, combatting terrorism and other serious crimes (e.g. the 
introduction of counter-radicalization and violent extremism provisions in June 2016). Again, similarly to the 
portfolio of migration, FrP’s policy impact on public order was rather limited after the September 2017 election, 
with only two initiatives standing out: the introduction of a new equality and anti-discrimination act in January 
2018; and the amendment of the nationality act in January 2019, introducing rules on loss of citizenship in cases 
of serious crimes against the state. 

Contrary to FrP, the League immediately unleashed a full-frontal attack on the rights of migrants and refugees, 
which significantly impacted on immigration portfolio. This party started with primarily symbolic moves, which 
aimed to tighten Italy’s border controls, such as the crackdown on migrant search and rescue operations in June 
and November 2018, and in March 2019. Such moves, which aimed to bolster border security, were further 
supported by Salvini’s decision in July 2018 to strengthen the Libyan Coast Guard’s capacities to counter ‘illegal 
migration’, in an attempt to showcase early on in office that he ‘means business’. The League’s more substantial 
immigration policy reforms were introduced in October 2018 when Decree Law 113/2018 – dubbed the ‘Salvini 
Decree’ – entered into force, instigating the virtual elimination of the provision of services in reception centres, 
the extension of the grounds for detention of asylum seekers, and the restriction of access to citizenship. These 
measures were topped up in January 2019 with the closure of a refugee centre and the eviction of hundreds of 
refugees – a move which would save the Italian government millions of euros per year that could instead be spent 
on ‘helping Italians’, according to Salvini (ECRE 2019). 
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4.4. Nativist downfall 
In this section, we provide an assessment of nativist parties’ overall performance in office. We are looking at how 
nativist parties’ policy implementation in the portfolios of “high importance” under their control affected their 
stay in power and political survival. In this regard, we focus on the aggregate number of months they were in full 
control of top-tier portfolios during their term(s) in office. 

Of the four cases of nativist parties that have participated in coalition governments in Europe, only one, the 
Norwegian FrP, seems to display significant staying power in office. All three other nativist parties only enjoyed 
short spells in power before they lost it. What is most interesting is that, in all three cases, the nativist parties’ 
failure can be attributed to substandard party leadership. FPÖ fell from power following a scandal involving the 
party leader appearing receptive to corrupt political practices. In the case of PS, the party split and one part of it 
left the coalition government shortly after an internal party leadership change. Even more telling is the case of the 
Italian League, which lost power because of a political miscalculation by its leader. 

As shown in Table 5, nativists demonstrate an aggregate of 966 months in full control of portfolios, which includes 
leading portfolios of ‘high importance’, namely, immigration, public order, social welfare and EU affairs. No 
nativist has ever controlled all four. Public order is the portfolio that has remained the longest in ruling nativist 
hands (148 months). Nativists also have controlled the immigration portfolio for a total of 83 months. This is 
followed by the social welfare portfolio (76 months), while the EU affairs portfolio has been held for a period of 
only 25 months. 

In terms of resilience in office, FrP is by far the most enduring nativist party (463 months) over a period of more 
than six years. The second most successful party in terms of number of months in full control of portfolios is 
FPÖ, demonstrating an aggregate of 351 months over a period of just over six years in power. Unsurprisingly, the 
two parties with the least experience in office – PS and the League – are the least successful ones among ruling 
nativists, as they have remained in full control of portfolios for an aggregate of only 75 and 77 months respectively.  
 

Table 5. Aggregate number of months in full control of portfolios per nativist party 

Nativist 
party 

Immi-
gration 

Public 
Order 

Social 
Welfare 

EU 
Affairs 

Other Total 

FPÖ 17 49 76 0 209 351 

PS 0 24 0 25 26 75 

FrP 51 75 0 0 337 463 

League 15 0 0 0 62 77 

Totals 83 148 76 25 634 966 

 
 
4.4.1. FrP (Norway) 
Despite a turbulent second spell in power, FrP displayed significant resilience in office. This can be attributed 
perhaps to its organizational development. FrP has managed to successfully transform from a personalist party 
into one with a more solid organizational structure, combining characteristics from both the business-firm model 
and the traditional mass party (Jupskås 2016). 

During its first term in office, FrP took advantage of the “refugee crisis” in order to push for its promised policies. 
In December 2015, amid the peak of the “crisis”, the portfolio of immigration was split from that of public order, 
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and was given to FrP. However, FrP’s success was limited, as its most radical policies were repelled by the 
Parliament in the June 2016 vote. Still, in the aftermath of the general elections of September 2017 both coalition 
partners were able to maintain their previous electoral support almost intact, which was interpreted as a vindication 
for Solberg’s decision to include FrP in the coalition and as an indication that voters had approved FrP’s 
performance in power (Aardal and Bergh 2018).   

FrP’s second term in office was particularly turbulent. On 14 January 2018, FrP lost control of the immigration 
portfolio following an agreement to separate migration and integration policies when the Liberals joined the 
coalition government. Integration policy was moved to the control of the Conservatives, while migration policy 
remained under the control of FrP. Moreover, shortly after the appointment of the new government, the 
Conservatives and FrP were hit by scandals involving allegations of inappropriate behaviour from MPs. Three 
high-profile FrP ministers were forced to resign in the party’s first year in government: the Minister of Justice, 
Public Security and Immigration in March 2018; the Minister of Fisheries a few months later; and the new Minister 
of Justice and Immigration in March 2019. Eventually, on 20 January 2020, FrP decided to quit the coalition 
stating that the Conservatives were being far too accommodating to the Liberals and Christian Democrats. This 
constitutes the only case of a nativist party opting out of a coalition government, rather than forcing itself out. 

 

4.4.2. FPÖ (Austria) 
During its first two terms in office, the overall performance of FPÖ was significantly limited by a series of factors. 
First and most importantly, the close international scrutiny significantly moderated FPÖ’s radical rhetoric and 
policies in the areas of social welfare and public order. Second, the lack of experience of the party’s ministers – 
with the exception of Karl-Heinz Grasser, Minister of Finance – and its lack of support in a highly politicized civil 
service also hindered FPÖ’s overall performance. Third, FPÖ’s lack of coherent policies and its tendency to take 
positions based on short-term popularity – such as the threat to veto EU’s enlargement to the east, which it later 
dropped to re-join the coalition – considerably impacted on its success. Fourth, the moderating influence of the 
head of state, Thomas Klestil, in combination with constitutional guarantees, a series of checks and balances on 
the executive, and Austria’s international commitments deriving from its EU membership also hampered FPÖ’s 
overall performance. Finally, FPÖ’s overall performance was severely affected by Jörg Haider’s opportunistic 
behaviour, best exemplified by his visit to Saddam Hussein on the eve of the Iraq War, and increasing internal 
disagreements, best exemplified by the 2002 “Knittelfeld rebellion” when several prominent FPÖ government 
ministers resigned. This opportunistic behavior and internal strife eventually led to a party split and the 
replacement of FPÖ by the newly founded Alliance for the Future of Austria (BZÖ) led by Haider as coalition 
partner in April 2005.  

FPÖ’s third term in office was not very successful either. Much of the party’s program, particularly its immigration 
and public order positions, was co-opted by its government partner, ÖVP. FPÖ, despite being reasonably 
disciplined and competent after it entered office in December 2017, struggled to find its own voice in its one and 
a half years in power. FPÖ’s gradual decline in popularity and the publication of a secretly recorded video showing 
the party’s leadership appearing receptive to corrupt political practices while still in opposition – the so-called 
‘Ibiza Affair’ – eventually caused the collapse of the governing coalition in May 2019. This scandal involved a 
video-recorded meeting in Ibiza, Spain, in July 2017 showing FPÖ leader Heinz-Christian Strache soliciting funds 
for his party in return for business contracts, also suggesting his intention to censor the Austrian media in a way 
favorable to FPÖ interests. The footage led immediately to the collapse of the governing coalition and to snap 
elections held in September 2019. In those elections, FPÖ managed to win just 16 percent of the vote (i.e., ten 
points down from its 2017 electoral result), which represents a loss of almost half of the party’s seats in parliament. 
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In the aftermath of electoral defeat, Strache announced that he was retiring from politics and returning his 
membership in the party. He was promptly replaced in the FPÖ leadership by Norbert Hofer. 

 

4.4.3. PS (Finland) 
PS’s story is not very different from FPÖ’s. Having received two out of four portfolios of “high importance” in 
its first time in government, PS did not manage to make the step from opposition to office organizationally. With 
one-third of its delegates being members of activist nationalist groups, the party retained its strong social 
movement character while in office, and never required its delegates to quit such organizations (Heinze 2018). 
Moreover, PS’s leader, Timo Soini, had to make significant compromises on major policy issues, such as EU bail-
outs, wage freezes, further spending cuts and immigration, in order to become and remain part of the centre-right 
coalition. This resulted in the party losing its edge. Moderating the party’s hard-line anti-immigration and EU-
sceptic positions, which had won PS its unprecedented popularity in the 2015 general election, significantly 
alienated its core voter base and caused internal strife. 

In March 2017, Timo Soini announced that he would step down as party chairman in the next party congress, 
forthcoming in June of the same year. Meanwhile, in May 2017, a cabinet reshuffle resulted in PS losing control 
of both public order and EU affairs portfolios, despite Soini still remaining in his position as minister of Foreign 
Affairs. The events precipitated an intraparty conflict between the old guard of PS, many of whom had softened 
their positions while still enjoying ministerial posts, and a group led by new hard-line party leader Jussi Halla-aho 
who did not wish to support Sipilä’s government any longer. This eventually led to a party split in June 2017 when 
19 MPs left PS to found New Alternative (later renamed to Blue Reform), which continued to support the 
government. Halla-aho’s PS went into opposition. Prima facie paradoxically, in the 2019 legislative elections it 
maintained its electoral strength, and even increased its share of parliamentary seats from 38 to 39. 

 

4.4.4. The League (Italy) 
Finally, the League’s overall performance was severely damaged by its leader’s political opportunism, weak 
organizational structure, and the existence of safeguards in Italy’s political system. Although the party received 
only one portfolio of ‘high importance’ in its one term in power, that of immigration, its policy impact was 
considerable, as it was not forced to make any significant concessions in this policy area in order to become and 
remain part of the coalition. In this respect, the League managed to maintain its unique voice in office, which in 
combination with Matteo Salvini’s controversial and polarizing persona contributed to the party’s unprecedented 
popularity. This was manifested in the result of the May 2019 European elections results, where League received 
34 percent of the vote, which made it the largest party from Italy and the third-largest party overall in the European 
Parliament. 

However, Salvini overestimated his party’s advantage of dominating the political agenda with the issue it owned, 
and attempted to orchestrate a political crisis and force early elections to improve his party’s standing in parliament 
and become Italy’s prime minister. Salvini had never kept secret his aspiration to become Italy’s prime minister. 
Hence, presumably encouraged by the League’s result in the European elections, perhaps, Salvini orchestrated a 
political crisis and forced early elections for improving his party’s standing in parliament. The leader-dominated 
organizational structure of the League certainly facilitated this. In August 2019, amid growing tensions within the 
coalition, Salvini announced a motion of no confidence against the government, which was eventually averted, 
and the League was ejected from the coalition. The strong moderating influence of the President of Italy, Sergio 
Mattarella, in combination with constitutional guarantees eventually enabled the Five-Star Movement, League’s 
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erstwhile partner in coalition government, to form a new governing alliance with the centre-left Democratic Party 
in September 2019, once again under the premiership of independent Giuseppe Conte. 

 

4.5. Lessons learned 
Nativist parties emerged in cartelized systems in Europe, posing their policy-specific challenges to established 
cartel parties. Far from wishing to replace liberal democratic institutions with a majoritarian conception of 
democracy, which is more typical of populist parties,10 nativist parties seek to break up the established cartel party 
system or, better, enter that system by claiming ownership to a number of specific policy positions: (i) anti-immigration, (ii) 
public order, (iii) welfare chauvinism, and (iv) Euroscepticism.   

Still, as the empirical analysis has shown, and despite the fact that nativist parties are often entrusted with 
ministerial positions that in principle are advantageous to their own policy preferences, they typically have to make 
significant concessions to their major coalition partners which in turn moderate their party character and, in fact, 
undermine their capacity to fully pursue their programmatic policies.  

Even when nativist parties receive highly important ministerial positions (such as those related to immigration, 
public order, social welfare, and EU affairs), they are not particularly successful in implementing their policy 
preferences and, thus, radically change their respective countries’ national politics. To the contrary, while in office, 
nativist party performance has most of the times been beset with inefficacy (e.g., FrP), scandals (e.g., FPÖ), the 
relinquishment of former ‘nativist’ positions (e.g., PS), or excessive focus on one (or few) policy issue(s) at the 
expense of promoting a really comprehensive nativist policy program (e.g., the League’s narrow focus on 
immigration). 

Finally, on the reasons that may impede the nativist parties’ chances for resilience in office, we found that bad 
leadership, as well as the existence of sound institutional checks and balances are perhaps the most important 
factors behind their short lifetimes in office. From this we can deduce that, in the future, only nativist parties 
under organizationally stronger and politically more adept leadership may be able to not only bring such parties 
in power but, conceivably, also keep them in office for considerably longer periods of time, particularly when 
institutional safeguards have been weakened.  

 

 

 

   

 
  

 
10 Such cases include most prominently Hungary’s rightist Fidezs party (in power since 2010) and Greece’s leftist Syriza (in power 
during 2015-19).  
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